Step By Step Guide To Persona
Development As A Realtor!
Did you know that 76% of realtors use Facebook for promoting their business?
So many realtors leverage Facebook due to its 2.74 billion active users, making it the
largest social media platform. Many realtors also focus on LinkedIn marketing and personal
websites or lead generation. However, Facebook ads remain the most used medium for attracting
the audience.
Facebook is a powerful resource for real estate agents because half of the monthly active
users get active daily, and most of them spend 700 minutes per month on Facebook. Therefore,
many other businesses are also spending more on Facebook ads than in the past.
From the above statistics, it won’t be wrong to claim that digital marketing channels have
made marketing cost-effective and easy. Despite the disruptive technologies and marketing
platforms, 26% of the marketing budget is wasted on ineffective channels and strategies.
In the case of realtors, Facebook and LinkedIn are not ineffective marketing channels. So
the problem must exist with the strategy. Therefore, we’ve attempted to identify why your
Facebook ads are failing and how to fix the problem.

Reasons Why Your Facebook Ads Are Failing?
You think you’ve written a compelling ad copy, chosen the right graphics, and spent a lot
dollars to increase reach on Facebook, but your ROI is still very low. The biggest reason why
your Facebook ads fail is that you have targeted just one audience. The irony is that the chosen
audience is not even the right one. Therefore, you cannot expect to get a better ROI.
For instance, imagine you’re an expert in selling commercial properties. But, you’ve
targeted first-time home buyers. Will they ever approach you despite you being a realtor and
selling property in the same location?
The answer is NO.
What is the solution?
To target the right audience, you must know who your audience is. For that purpose,
buyer persona development in the real estate industry is of high significance.

What Is a Buyer Persona?
A buyer persona is a fictional character that possesses the characteristics of an ideal
customer for a particular business. One business might have several personas depending on
different audience groups.
Simply put, the businesses develop buyer personas as fictional characters that represent
different groups of people with similar needs, goals, and circumstances. The personas help the

businesses understand their customers’ needs and preferences and pitch the product or service
accordingly.
When using the Facebook platform to run ads, more than 50% of your success depends
on the right targeting. For that purpose, effective personas are indispensable, and we will guide
you step-by-step to create effective personas that improve ROI and increases lead generation.

Importance Of Buyer Persona In Marketing
A buyer’s persona is the foundational ground for your marketing efforts. A
marketer claims that he has a compelling ad copy with intriguing infographic but
chooses the wrong audience.
The question here is if he has chosen the wrong audience, how can his ad copy
and infographic be the right?
The copy he has written is not for the audience he actually wants to address.
Therefore, buyer persona helps the marketers and realtors understand their target
audience, ideal customers, prospects, etc., and direct the marketing efforts accordingly.
To emphasize the importance and effectiveness of right persona development,
we will refer to Skytap, a cloud-based software technology that created personas and
increased sales leads by 124%, online leads by 97%, and organic reach by 55%.
Similarly, you can unlock the power of Facebook ads for your real estate brand
by understanding your ideal customers. So let’s get started with the process of creating
the buyer personas.

Persona Development In Real Estate Marketing
As a real estate marketer, you’ve different marketing goals and objectives ranging from
pitching to lead generation and targeting. Each goal requires a unique approach to address your
audience. Persona development makes it easy for a real estate marketer to differentiate different
individuals at varying funnel stages. As a result, custom Facebook ads can be used to target leads
at different levels of the funnel.

Step By Step Guide To Persona Development For
Facebook Ads
As mentioned earlier, the personas characterize your ideal customers, but they’re
fact-based fiction. The characteristics of the most effective persona are that it represents the real
people who will be interested in your business listings.

A buyer persona typically includes the following things:
●

Personal background

●

What they need

●

Reason to buy the product or service

●

Goal to purchase
Facebook for business provides you meaningful insights about the audience that you can

leverage after persona development.

Research
The first step toward persona building is researching who your customers are. You can
rely on the people following your business page on Facebook or recollect data of the previous
customers. Once you’ve gathered the data, pick out the common characteristics and common
things among the buyers. The data collected will help you create your buyer’s persona.
You can choose a sample size of 5 to 10 different customers from the past. These
customers should be those having a comfortable relationship with you. The sample pool should
be a mix of leads, converted customers, current customers, etc., to have a diverse perspective.

Personal Background
The personal background is the first thing in the buyer persona. Usually, different groups
of audiences are created based on personal backgrounds and needs. The most common things
you record in the personal background are:

Name: Give a name to your customer based on a word that describes him very well. For
instance, you can attach an adjective with the first name to describe his problem, like ‘Relocating
Michael’.

Demographics
●

Age

●

Gender

● Marital status
● Education
● Income
● Geographic location
● Occupation
● Family size

Background Story
Build a story based on the qualities of the lead, for instance, his day-to-day
activities, goals, vision, hobbies, interests, general lifestyle, preferences, etc.
If you believe that you don’t have enough information to fill in all the information,
you can give a call or leave a message for the customer and ask him the questions.

What They Need
Moving forward, you have to define the goals and needs of your customers. The needs
and goals are based on the preferences and likes/dislikes of the customer. You can only identify
your customer’s needs if you have the right resonance level with the consumer’s mind. This is
only possible when you observe your customer.
Identify what is his preference when looking for a real estate property. It can be a large,
spacious, and luxury apartment or a small and cozy home. The customer might be upgrading his
lifestyle by choosing a property in a high-value region, etc.
Tip: You can write 5-6 goals and needs for each type of persona you identified.

Reasons To Use Your Service
The next step is identifying the problems and pain points of the consumer. Why does he
want to buy a property in Chicago? This step is easy for a realtor because most real estate
customers are vocal about their likes and dislikes. They will immediately communicate their
dissatisfaction about the current property and why they want to switch. For instance, Relocating
Michael has a new job in Chicago while he was working in NYC previously. So you know the
challenges and needs.
You can recall your discussions with the customers, their previous experiences, concerns
about the future and fill out this part of a buyer persona.

Tip: Focus on the negative things and concerns the specific customer has to share usually.

Goal To Purchase
Finally comes the part where you identify if your solution fulfills the goals of the
customer. Recall the example of targeting a first-time homebuyer for a commercial property. This
part also identifies the best way to target and reach your customer and how you would present
yourself as a solution to their problems.
Tip: Think of different content ideas and marketing strategies to create Facebook ads that
deliver a personalized experience for leads.

In A Nutshell
Creating efficient buyer personas for running Facebook ads to promote and convert
customers for your real estate brand is the first step of the staircase. You have to take every step
carefully to reach the top and maximize the ROI of your Facebook ads. It includes creating
compelling copy that addresses the concerns of customers and provides solutions. The Facebook
ad budget also contributes significantly to the overall conversions. In short, putting all the pieces
of the puzzle together will help you win the battle of Facebook marketing for your brand.

